
Wild Learning Project 

Monarch Migration Game 
OBJECTIVES:   
 
This game is intended to teach students about some of the obstacles monarchs face while 
migrating on the East coast, from Mexico to Canada. You can add generations to the game 
to illustrate that 1 monarch doesn’t do the full migration, but that 4 generations make the 
entire journey. 

 
INSTRUCTIONS (10 MIN):   
The game is painted onto a 4.5 ft. by 4 ft. canvas drop-cloth I bought at Lowes. I placed the 
states/countries in the center of the board. It was designed for players to start at Mexico on 
the bottom of the board and follow the LEFT side up to Canada at the top. Then, if you make 
it to Canada you follow the RIGHT side down to Mexico at the bottom of the board. 

 
MATERIALS TO BUILD THE GAME:  
Canvas drop cloth or large sheet of 
paper, paints, Velcro or tape to attach 
instruction blurbs to game board and 
printed instruction blurbs (see below) 

Optional: laminate the instruction 
blurbs 

 

MATERIALS TO PLAY THE GAME:   

1 large dice, several plastic butterfly 
figurines 

 

 

 



GAME BOARD BLURBS:  
 

Migrating from Mexico to Canada 

1. Students pick a butterfly figurine to represent their game piece and place it on the 
Mexico illustration. I used different colored plastic butterflies so students could better 
remember which game piece was theirs. Students take turns rolling the dice and follow the 
migration route on the LEFT side of the game board, hopefully making it to Canada. 

a. Roll an ODD # (Cat illustration) 

Dodge a cat! Wait 10 seconds before it is safe to roll again. You need to roll an even 
# to escape and fly straight to Texas. 

b. Roll an EVEN #  

Stop in Texas to breed, eat nectar, and lay your eggs. 

2. Texas illustration 

a. Roll an EVEN # (Rain cloud illustration) 

Get stuck in a rainstorm for 1 day. Wait 15 seconds until it clears up to roll again. You 
need to roll an odd # to fly straight to North Carolina. 

b. Roll an ODD # 

The wind is in your favor! Fly straight to North Carolina 

3. North Carolina illustration- Get tagged for butterfly research 

a. Roll an ODD # (Car windshield illustration) 

Oh No! You are smooshed on a car windshield! 

b. Roll an EVEN #  

You find more flowers that give you energy to make it all the way north to Canada! 

4. Canada illustration (Welcome to Canada eh!) 

 

 



Migrating from Canada to Mexico 

5. Students place their game piece on the Canada illustration and roll the dice following the 
RIGHT side of the game board.  

a. Roll an EVEN # 

Bad winds slow you down. Wait 10 seconds to roll again. You need to roll an ODD # 
to fly straight to North Carolina. 

b. Roll an ODD # (Bird illustration) 

Get chased by a bird, but you get away! Go rest at the flowers. 

c. Flowers illustration between Canada and North Carolina- Drink up and head to 
North Carolina 

6. North Carolina illustration with (monarch life cycle illustrations next to it). Monarch 
caterpillars hatch and munch on leaves. Watch out for predators! 

a. Roll an ODD #  

Oh No! You have been eaten by a wasp! (Wasp illustration) 

b. Roll an EVEN #  

You survive through your chrysalis phase to emerge as an adult monarch butterfly! 
Fly to Texas. 

7. Texas illustration 

a. Roll an ODD #  

It’s a cloudy day. You need the sunlight to continue your journey. Wait 20 seconds to 
roll again. You need to roll an EVEN to fly to Mexico. 

b. Roll an EVEN #  

Fly straight to Mexico! 

8. Mexico illustration- (Hola! Welcome to Mexico!) 

a. Scientists record your tag # 

 



BACKGROUND:  
More about Monarch Butterflies and their incredible journey 

 

The National Wildlife Federation: https://www.nwf.org/Educational-Resources/Wildlife-
Guide/Invertebrates/Monarch-Butterfly 

National Geographic Kids: https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/monarch-
butterfly/#monarch-butterfly-grass.jpg 

Pollinator Partnership: http://pollinator.org/learning-
center/monarchs?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIj9vX3afh3QIVGI7ICh2V_Q0fEAAYAyAAEgLYt_D_B
wE 
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